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Tourweaver Professional allows the creation of 360-degree Flash virtual tours. It provides many useful options for
dealing with such a task. The solution may be used by all those who need to create virtual presentations for hotels,
pubs or restaurants. Although the user interface may seem a bit overwhelming at a first glance, all the options are
neatly displayed in the main window, and you will be able to learn how to create virtual tour presentations pretty
quickly. The key advantage of this tool is the fact that it allows users to create multiple projects, and choose a
template skin for each of them. The application provides users with the ability to create spheres, cylindrical, cubic
and stills, as well as other scene images. You can insert images in the form of JPG, BMP, GIF or PNG. Audio files can be
added in the MP3 format. The tool also offers the possibility of previewing the generated tours and their hotspots,
such as buttons. Tourweaver Professional offers various options for applying several settings to scenes and hotspots,
as well as to background sounds and music. Users can also add sound to hotspots, add background sound to a certain
scene, as well as to music. They can also mute the sounds and automatically play the background music. The
program enables users to add hotspots to scenes and maps. You can also assign multiple actions to hotspots. Ribbons
and buttons can be added. You may change the color and background image, and opacity. The user is presented with
a variety of display settings, including zoom. The application enables you to add bullets and images to hotspots. You
can also use multiple hotspots. Piping can be set to single and between scenes. The workspace can be switched to full-
screen mode. The user is presented with options allowing him to manually adjust hotspot positions. The choice of
tools is limited, but Tourweaver Professional provides users with a variety of them. Editions of Toursweaver
Professional Tourweaver Enterprise Tourweaver Enterprise is the most powerful and the most flexible version of
Tourweaver Professional. It offers you features that will meet the needs of companies engaged in working with virtual
tours, as well as enterprises dealing with hotels, pubs, etc. The application comes with a number of pre-installed
options that are useful for all users of the solution. Among these pre-installed options are photo editing, night time
and high dynamic range (
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Tourweaver is an application that aims at creating Flash Virtual Tours. This tool provides many useful options for
dealing with such a task, and comes in handy for all users who need to create virtual presentations for hotels, pubs or
restaurants. It is possible to create multiple projects, and choose a template skin for each of them. The application
allows users to add various scene images, such as spherical, cylindrical, cubic and stills, and others. You can add
sound to your presentations, provided that the file format is MP3, and images with the following formats: JPG, BMP,
GIF or PNG. You may preview the generated tours, and go left or right, move down or up. It is possible to create
multiple scenes and add media files, such as images, Flash objects and others. Popup windows can be inserted, and
you can change the background color and image, and opacity. Moreover, the program allows users to add sound for
the hotspots, background sound to a certain scene, movie and virtual tour, or mute the sounds. It is possible to add
hotspots to scenes and maps, insert hyperlinks or assign multiple actions to them. The application enables you to add
buttons, a speed controller (to adjust the rotation speed of scenes), text messages, thumbnails, images, and others.
All in all, Tourweaver is a handy tool for all users who need to create Flash Virtual Tours. It comprises many advanced
features that can be mastered by beginners and experts alike. Tourweaver Professional Edition Details: Wondershare
Tourweaver Pro v11.3.1.1046 Crack + Full Patch Latest Version 2020 Download Tourweaver Pro Crack keygen may be
just those who have reached out to develop a family of tour, and these were given into tour, contains the ability to
create stunning Flash tours by combining text, sound and images with 3D visuals, tour can be quickly created and
saved. With Tourweaver, you can apply a set of tour making selected from a number of templates. Tourweaver
Cracked includes nearly 30 stages. Tourweaver Free Download provides many options for users that want to create
top-notch Flash tours, you can decide to change or update your custom tours. You can look inside of the type of data
format of the tour file. Tourweaver Free Download allows users to copy the data automatically into a specified
directory. Tourweaver contains several advanced features that allow users to create Flash tours b7e8fdf5c8
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Tourweaver Professional is an application that aims at creating 360-degree Flash virtual tours. This tool provides
many useful options for dealing with such a task, and comes in handy for all users who need to create virtual
presentations for hotels, pubs or restaurants. You can include in your presentations 3D objects, sounds, Flash videos,
and others. Although the user interface may seem a bit overwhelming at a first glance, all the options are neatly
displayed in the main window, and you will be able to learn how to create virtual tour presentations pretty quickly. It
is possible to create multiple projects, and choose a template skin for each of them. The application allows users to
add various scene images, such as spherical, cylindrical, cubic and stills, and others. You can add sound to your
presentations, provided that the file format is MP3, and images with the following formats: JPG, BMP, GIF or PNG. You
may preview the generated tours, and go left or right, move down or up. Tourweaver Professional helps you create
multiple scenes and add media files, such as images, Flash objects and others. Popup windows can be inserted, and
you can change the background color and image, and opacity. Moreover, the program allows users to add sound for
the hotspots, background sound to a certain scene, movie and virtual tour, or mute the sounds. It is possible to add
hotspots to scenes and maps, insert hyperlinks or assign multiple actions to them. The application enables you to add
buttons, a speed controller (to adjust the rotation speed of scenes), text messages, thumbnails, images, and others.
All in all, Tourweaver Professional proves to be a handy solution for all users who need to create virtual tour
presentations. It comprises many advanced features that can be mastered by beginners and experts alike.
Tourweaver Free Edition Description: Tourweaver is a 360-degree interactive Flash presentation and Flash object
creator. It allows you to create photo albums, graphics, Flash movies and more. Tourweaver supports 360-degree
Flash animations. You can insert images, play movies, create interactive flash objects and create 3D Flash
presentations. It is designed for creating interactive Flash presentations. You can animate Flash objects, play Flash
movies, create Flash animations, add interactive objects to your designs, and even create 3D Flash presentations.
You can import images and Flash movies in a zip archive and drag and drop them into your presentation. The
download package contains

What's New in the?

Tourweaver Professional enables you to create professional virtual tours for your company website or blog. It offers
two types of skins: one with a sleek image and another with gradient and glossy effects. You can select a template or
create your own from scratch. It is also possible to add hotspots and the timeline to a scene, insert movies and
popups, add sounds and multiple actions to hotspots. This cross-platform web-based application supports all modern
browsers. Tourweaver Professional helps you create easy to use virtual tours for your company website or blog. You
can add hotspots, a timeline, movies, popups, 3D objects and even a speed controller. Add sounds and images for
hotspots, background sound for a certain scene, movie and virtual tour, or mute the sounds. You can add buttons,
hyperlinks, thumbnails and text messages to hotspots. You can create multiple scenes and edit them through
multiple tabs. The application provides many easy-to-use features that make your job a lot easier. Thank you for
checking out this video and I hope you learned a lot about this software. I would love to hear your feedback so do
leave a comment below. Also if you want more reviews and tutorials, simply subscribe to my channel. If you would
like to contact me, please send an email to: This software will help users to design "You-Tube" video creating website,
and create You-Tube videos with your own desktop software, such as Microsoft Windows or Mac OS X, in less than 1
hour. Most professionals who are experienced in a dynamic environment can use this software to create dynamic
video websites. It has a very friendly interface. All the interface elements are clearly visible. The look of the menu bar
(tool bar) is the most unusual element of this software. But, in fact, it's very easy to learn this software and use it. You-
Tube videos are free but they get very popular, so to be able to compete with other video sharing websites, You-Tube
provides technical support and the "Money-Back Guarantee". You-Tube videos get very popular because of the huge
number of other videos that are available in their database. More than one billion videos are uploaded every day to
You-Tube. It's always growing and its everyday video requests generate 10 million video requests per minute. The
You-Tube video creation software provides a flexible user interface with a well-structured navigation tree for changing
properties of
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System Requirements For Tourweaver Professional Edition:

System Requirements for Xbox One X Enhanced Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (1607) 64-bit Processor: Intel Core
i5-6600K @ 3.5 GHz or AMD Ryzen 5 1400 @ 3.6 GHz or better Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GTX 1060 / AMD
RX 480 or better Storage: 35 GB available space Additional Notes: The Xbox One X Enhanced edition will support up
to 2 controllers at a time. Players will also be able to use their mouse and keyboard for input if
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